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Abstract

Embedded systems have specific properties, which are consequences of the application domain, namely the close connection to the underlying technical system, the specific challenges
of the development process, and the mixture of persons involved in their development, etc.
Thus, adaptability (portability, extensibility, and changeability) is more difficult compared to
other types of software systems.
The paper addresses the question, what we can be do to improve adaptability of embedded
systems. We study different examples of embedded systems. A series of hints is given. Most
of them are related to the abstract architecture, i.e. the first result of the design process. The
hints are also helpful for higher level tasks, such as integration of embedded systems, developing families of embedded systems, finding opportunities for reuse, and alike.
Key words: embedded systems, dependency of the technical system, adaptability of corresponding
software architectures, data abstraction in a generalized sense, variability of the solutions, list of
hints for adaptability and variability

1 Introduction
Embedded software systems /BL 18, Ma 21/ have specific characteristics: (i) They live for a
long time (20 years and more), they (ii) run forever (until they are explicitly stopped, accordingly they have to be started explicitly), they are (iii) highly dependent on the surrounding technical system they are controlling, they sometimes have (iv) specific parts for emergency handling, they have (v) to be efficient and react in short time, they (vi) mostly have to
address concurrency and they (vii) are developed together with engineers, in some cases only
or mostly by engineers. There are (viii) many technical details in the hardware/ software solution, which determine the solution, as corresponding abstractions are often not introduced in
the design and development of the software system. Finally, (ix) many variations corresponding to functionality, the structure, and realization of the technical system are possible. The
same applies to the software part. (x) Families of systems and not only one system are sometimes the goal.
Adaptability is difficult in connection to hardware. Hardware is not easy to change, in many
cases it is easier to build it newly. Software can more easily be changed, if it is built in the
right way. In many cases, software is designed and constructed in close connection to hardware, and thereby inherits the property of inflexibility. This paper gives some hints in the direction, what has to be regarded to make the software part adaptable, thereby also improving
the adaptability of the overall embedded system. The key are suitable activities on architecture level /BK 03, GS 94, HK 07, KM 04, Ru 12, Sc 13, SEI 10, SG 96, SS 00/.
Engineers on one side and IT specialists/ computer scientists on the other have run through a
different education. Therefore, they follow a different mental approach to achieve a solution.
A combination of both approaches thinking in complex technical details on one hand and
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trying to abstract from them to cover the situations, where changes are probable if possible
and useful would improve adaptability. To demonstrate this, is the most important goal of
this paper. The above problems have to be addressed at the beginning of the design and development process. They cannot be added afterwards.
This article has a specific goal and thus a special motivation, namely to give some hints for
embedded systems development in direction of achieving adaptability and mastering variability. There are many publications and books for general knowledge on the fundamentals,
foundations, and methodology of new modeling approaches, as e.g. /PB 16, PH 12/. This paper is the embedded systems supplement of a general software architecture approach /Na 8203, Na 90, Na 21a/.
The paper is as follows: After the introduction in section 1, in section 2 we discuss a small
embedded system on one microcontroller (programmable logical controller, in short PLC) and
show, what has to be done for adaptability. Then, we step forward to more complex systems:
(a) connected and distributed systems in section 3 (like software in automotive), (b) layered
systems (like software for a chemical plant) in section 4. The summary of section 5 contains a
list of problems to be addressed in embedded system construction in order to get adaptability
in an improved process. All the hints given here are important when designing the more abstract logical architecture, so before technical details are studied. All hints apply and are of
specific value for a mixed developer crew of engineers and IT specialists. In section 6 we discuss lessons learned and open problems. A list of references closes the paper.
2 Simple Example: A Coffee Maker
Design as Usual
We start out with a simple solution, a coffee machine where the control hardware is only one
microcontroller. You see the hardware solution in fig. 1.a, the software design as usual in 1.b,
and the design regarding adaptability in fig. 2. Although the example is small, we can learn
some basic rules from it.
The hardware is shown in fig. 1.a.There is a grinder to provide coffee powder. The amount is
regulated by a volume sensor. A tilter transports the powder down to the brewing region. Water is contained in a reservoir, where a water level sensor says, when to refill. A pump takes
the water out of the reservoir, such that it flows through a heating pipe, regulated by a flow
meter. The plunge opens the way for the hot water to flow through the powder, in order to
brew the coffee. After brewing, the used coffee falls down into the tray container. The open
tray sensor says, when it has to be emptied.
The user panel consists of 4 functional buttons: To start the machine, to produce a small or a
big cup, and to clean the machine. There are four warning lamps: coffee beans are missing,
water is missing, the tray sensor has to be emptied, and the machine has to be cleaned.
Fig.1.b shows a (wrong) software solution (without looking for adaptability). We recognize
that the software 1:1 maps the hardware. On the bottom level we see the components to control the used physical devices, as sensors or as actuators. The hardware solution can easily be
found in the software solution.
What is wrong? All components are functional units, organized in a tree. A task is split into
simpler tasks. Units reflect concrete realization, not more or less abstract functionality. Hard2

ware is directly used, either sensors or actuators for physical components: switches, pump,
water level sensor, etc. For these components, the very specific interface of the corresponding
vendor is used. Standard user functions (order a small cup) are not separated from special
functions as those provided by the user (refill coffee beans) o epai ac ion (clean he machine).
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Fig.1: A simple coffee maker: hardware outline and wrong software design
Changing Device Infrastructure, Physical Realization: The Adaptable New Architecture
We now discuss changes of he machine eali a ion and their effects on the software solution of fig 1.b, and we also look, how the new software solution looks like, see fig. 2.
Sensors and actuators usually have a specific and vendor-dependent interface. As no machine
producer likes to be bound to one producer for a part of the machine, the exchange of such
sensors/ actuators should be simple. This is not the case in the design of fig. 1.b. The solution
for this problem is an abstract sensor or actuator with physical values at the interface (like
temperature in degrees of Celsius) or with Boolean values (is full, is empty). In the body of
the corresponding component we connect to the cryptic and vendor specific interface form.
Thus, the exchange of a device to that of another vendor is handled internally in the corre3

sponding abstract sensor/ actuator component and has no effect on upper components. By the
way, all such components are abstract data object (ado) components, as they organize a state,
and not functional components (f objects). In /PK 09/ we find similar ideas, not for software
architectures but for models in a model-driven scenario.
The physical realization of a part of the machine might change. For example, measuring to
grind the right amount of powder can alternatively be realized by a timer and a sensor for the
speed of rotation, which goes up, if the container for beans is empty. Analogously, the amount
of hot water can be measured by a timer instead of a flowmeter. Or, the grinder part can be
replaced by putting in a coffee tab. All such realization changes induce heavy changes in the
wrong software design of fig. 1.b. The solution to such problems is to define abstract functionality. In this case, the realization can be replaced by a corresponding different realization,
the change does not go up in the architecture, it remains local. An example is the preparation
part, consisting of grinding, tilting, and plunging, see fig. 2. If we now use pads, then the
components below of Preparing have to be exchanged, i.e. the subtree is exchanged. Of
course, this means a bigger change of the hardware. In the software solution going up, the rest
remains unchanged.
Changes of the user interface are likely to happen. There are trivial changes as, other invoke
of user functions, by text or number, by menu selection, by speech input, etc. In the same
way, warnings and messages can be output as texts, as spoken words, by melodies. More
complex user interfaces can be built by making use of User Management Interfaces, UI realization can go over different layers, and so on. This all is not regarded in the software design
of fig. 1.b. The right solution orders input and output in different categories, as user function
input, warning output, waiting for user repair, or cleaning selection. Furthermore, there is a
component for initialization and shutdown. These abstract inputs and outputs can be realized
differently, which again, means to replace realizations in fig. 2. The three dots in fig. 2 indicate that further usability edges are necessary to realize these three functional components.
A further goal is to have an architecture, which is also prepared for bigger changes, as to be
integrated with others, or to be specialized such that specific variants can be easily built. Especially, the new architecture should open the way to think in families of systems and not only
on one specific system. There is no producer of coffee machines, which only produces one
type. They usually have different models in their catalog, which differ in functionality, realization, UI handling, and price. Thus, the corresponding software systems share more or fewer
parts. A good software architecture is the basis for thinking in and realizing families, and the
family and its members are the basis for improving the software architecture. In the architecture, we should be able to identify the common parts of the family and to identify the specific
and replaceable parts of the different family members.
Summing up, we see improvements, (a) by localizing the details of sensor or actuator vendors,
(b) by making interfaces of such components purely problem-dependent (e.g. temperature
values in °C), (c) by using abstractions in the user interface (independence of IO devices,
style, used UI systems, and grouping user activities), (d) and by facilitating changes of the
physical realization in the small (e.g. for the suitable weight of powder in the grinding part, or
in the large (different ways for brewing). The design of fig. 1.is too tightly bound to hardware
details.
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Fig. 2: The architecture regarding adaptability
The embedded system of above is trivial. We only have one control unit together with sensors
and actuators for corresponding devices. Practical Solutions are bigger and much more complex: We might have a distributed solution across different hardware components, reaction
time plays an important role, the solution for the embedded system will have concurrent components and thus need synchronization of these components in certain steps, and so on. We
are sketching examples of such bigger systems in the next section.
Conclusions
The key is to introduce abstractions. That means to introduce an interface of a component C
in the architecture (see fig. 2), which does not rely on details and to provide for exchanging
the corresponding realization (the body of C and the needed infrastructure below of this
body). This is used for abstractions of state details (how it is represented internally). This is
called data abstraction (abstracting from the specific representation of values of sensors or UI
structuring details). This is also used for abstracting details of physical realizations (grind 5
grams and leave it open, how this is physically realized). This is called functional abstraction.
We see that any abstraction has two aspects: an abstract interface and a realization. We also
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see that the realization is not restricted to the body of C, it usually also includes the realization
infrastructure below of the component C.
3 Realistic Examples: Distributed Systems
All aspects of above are also important in more complex systems. Thus, the hints of above
also apply to them. So, again, functional and data abstraction have to be applied here in the
right way. However, we find further and new aspects, for which we have to find solutions.
Multiply connected systems
We regard as an example the software in a car (automotive software). This example is interesting from the outside perspective, as (i) a car is a mass product, which has to be inexpensive, (ii) every car producer offers a variety of models, any model has a huge amount of variants, (iii) the solutions are a product of many delivering companies and the original equipment
manufacturer (OEM). Thus, the solution is (iv) a distributed one, and the solution is developed in a distributed way, too.
It is a miracle that this kid of software works quite well in general. One important reason is
that user functions are clearly separated, e.g. to lock/ unlock a car, to start/ stop the engine/ to
drive, e.g. go with more or less speed, to steer a car/ to accelerate/ to brake, etc. These categories have connections, but they are not tightly interwoven. In this section of the paper we regard a part of the car body system, namely to unlock or lock the car. The example is small,
but big enough to learn about embedded systems.
There are various internal problems connected to the example automotive: The target system
for the software (hardware architecture) consists (a) of a bigger number (about 50 or more) of
control units. These control units are connected (b) by different networks, usually more than
one network, for example for motor control, for drive control, etc. These networks can be different (CAN, LIN, etc.) and are connected by gateways. Due to the big number of variants
(much or few functions) of a model, (c) the hardware architecture can vary as well (fewer
number of control units, smaller subnets). This is also true for the software (different number
and different sizes of software components). A general problem, therefore (d) is the distribution (software together or distributed) and where to be located (deployment). Thus, (e) it is an
enormous problem to keep the development of the various solutions together, from the capability and efficiency point of view. Even bigger (f) is the reuse problem, namely to save and
apply the knowledge of solutions from one change of a car model to the successor, or from
model to model, as OEMs usually start first in the more expensive models and later transfer to
cheaper ones. Finally, (g) there is an actual trend to reduce the number of control units (less
and bigger ones) in connection to electrification of cars. Another trend is to produce uniform
solutions in big automotive companies, which have different brands. In the long run, this
might simplify the solutions, in the short run, it produces further problems as a solution has to
be transformed to a different solution.
Conceptual Architecture and Feature Model
How to solve such a complicated problem as indicated in the last subsection? It seems reasonable to start with an abstract architectural description of the solution, which is free of all the
specific details of (a) to (g). We call this the conceptual architecture, as it is a solution (can be
executed/ interpreted in some way) and not only a specification (only specifying the problem).
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This solution is a network of functionalities/ services, where the connections correspond to
data transfer of parameters, to control transfer (subfunction of, or one function after the other),
and also to synchronization (all next functions in parallel, in a controlled schedule, and having
situations, where explicit synchronization is necessary). The resulting description is often
called a function block model, SysML model, or alike. So, connections represent dependencies; in other words, the network is a dependency graph (flow-oriented approach). It also describes the execution order. (It is even better to start with a variation model, as to be explained
soon.)
This architecture network is abstract, as it is independent of the steps following below, as
how to transform functionalities and connections to software and where to place it on hardware. It is important that we do not model details, which belong to the realization or implementation (code level of component bodies) and not to the architecture view. So, a conceptual
architecture should not contain details of hardware or software.
It is reasonable to start the design with a feature model, describing the o ide commonalities and the specifics of the different variants of the car model. This feature model describes
the family of cars connected with a model of a car, e.g. the 3 series of BMW. That feature
model helps to find core functions, which are common for all variants, functions which are
specific for a variant, and how functions are built up from common or specific parts. This also
helps to find out, which parts are to be placed in the conceptual model, in the software architecture, or hardware architecture. Furthermore, it helps to model in the right way, by separating common parts from specific parts.
It also helps to find the right granularity to model the conceptual architecture, and also for
the subsequent architecture models. By the way, the feature model is not only important for
the embedded software, but also for the complete design of the car, the mechanical construction, and also for the necessary IT hardware environment of the car in form of sensors and
actuators.
In the following, we sketch a rather small part of the automotive functionality, namely the
access to the car, i.e. to lock and to unlock the car / WR 11/. Even this part is noticeably simplified. A forthcoming paper will demonstrate the different models and their mutual relations
from the methodology point of view /MN 21/. Here, we only regard and discuss the example
to invent some rules to achieve adaptability.
The example conceptual architecture works in two steps, see fig. 3: (i) Outside the car and
from the user side to lock/ unlock, where a component Authenticate is necessary (left part) to
validate the user. The corresponding status information is presented by the component
LU_Request. (ii) Inside the car or automatic, where this authentication not necessary, the corresponding status information is delivered by Vehicle_Info. Both inputs (authentified
LU_Reqst and Vehicle_Info) have to be brought together (component Combine). Then and in
case of contradictions or different priorities, it has to be decided (component Arbitrate). Afterwards, the decided action takes place, see component Door Locker.
The conceptual architecture regards the feature model, which determines that we regard lock/
unlock in two variants. On the one hand, the user can lock/ unlock from outside by using a
remote radio key. The other variant is to use an electronic passport: Whenever he/ she gets
near to the car, the car unlocks, if the grip is touched at the driver side. Locking is done by the
radio key (simple variant), or if the passport holder has a certain distance to the car (passport
7

variant). In both variants, the functionality as presented in fig. 3 is the same. The variation
here only corresponds to the realization of the lock/ unlock mechanism and the comfort of the
user interface. Lock/ unlock can also come from inside, as a car has a special button inside lo
lock/ unlock.
The information has to be checked dynamically: (a) A door is locked automatically from outside, if the speed is below 40 km/ h to prevent that somebody opens from outside (robbery in
a dangerous city). Or, it is unlocked automatically, if the speed is higher than 40 km/ h. The
user can configure such situations in the more expensive cars. (b) In all cars, a car cannot be
locked, if a door is open. In all cars (c) a car is automatically unlocked in case of a crash. This
information according to (a)(b), and (c) is collected in the component Combine. The component Arbitrate decides situations of conflict. Here again, we can differ according to variants:
Door_Status and Crash_Status are regarded in all variants, the status information Vehicle_Speed only in the expensive variant.
So, for Arbitrate there can be different information available, which then is decided by this
component: A lock request from outside or inside is ignored, if a door is open or there is a
crash. Vehicle_Speed can be the reason of locking/ unlocking (only implemented for expensive cars), but explicit lock/ unlock from inside has higher priority. And so on.
State informations as LU_Request and Vehicle_Info are connected by undirected edges in fig.
3 with the corresponding function. They deliver information, as e.g. CL_Reqst for Authenticate. This can be done by two mechanisms: Either Authenticate asks LU_Request, or
LU_Request in case of a state change causes an interrupt (and activates Authenticate). Both
mechanisms mean the same, if we disregard details.
Combine
CL_Reqst
LU_
Request

ID

L_Reqst
Authenticate

U_Reqst

Lock
Unlock

L_Reqst
U_Reqst

L_Reqst
Arbitrate

U_Reqst

Door_
Locker

Door_Status
Vehicle_
Info

Vehicle_Speed
Crash_Status

Fig. 3: Conceptual Model for the Access to the Car
As we have seen from this even small example is, the model can be independent of details (as
the concrete locking mechanism). But it can regard the different variants and use their information, as common features for all cars and specific ones for a variant. We have this distinction common or specific in mind, and use it for subsequent models.
Software Architecture and Mapping
The conceptual architecture is the guideline for the software architecture to be developed. It is
the blueprint to transform the conceptual architecture to software components and relations
between these components. This software architecture has at the beginning also an abstract
form. For example, no specifics of distribution and following deployment are contained in it.
Later forms of this software architecture contain these specifics.
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How does this abstract form of the software architecture look like, and what are the transformation rules between the conceptual architecture and the (abstract) software architecture? A
functionality of the conceptual architecture can be mapped 1:1 on a software component. It
can also be that a function is mapped on more software components together with the relations between these components, so on a software subarchitecture. Finally, different functionalities together with their relations (a subarchitecture of the conceptual architecture) can be
mapped on one software component, especially if they rely on the same or a similar realization infrastructure.
Thus, the transformation is not necessarily one to one. The reason is that the conceptual architecture contains functions/ services (what to do, driven by requirements), whereas the software architecture delivers the structure of a program system, which realizes these services
(how to do in the form of a software build plan). Especially, the software architecture also
contains components, which cannot be derived from the services, as they belong to deeper
layers of the architectural structure. These deeper components or layers are necessary to realize the abstract components, which are derived from the conceptual model.
In the example of above, the Authenticate component is in reality more complex, as there are
different further ways to request for lock/ unlock, which are not explained above, e. g. there is
the mechanical key for worst case handling, etc. Analogously, the Arbitrate has to check
many dynamic situations, which depend on many state values, in order to check for an accident. Therefore, in both cases the software architecture might contain more than one component for both conceptual components. Furthermore, there might be separate infrastructure
components in the software architecture, to avoid that the corresponding code for these components is found multiple times in other components. Therefore, the software architecture can
look differently, it is not a 1:1 image of the conceptual architecture.
Physical Architecture
The physical architecture (hardware architecture) consists of connected control units. The
control units are different, because they shall realize quite different functionalities in computational demand and also corresponding related requirements. Furthermore, they are determined by subcontractors of the OEM. Control units belonging to one problem area (as motor
control) build up a subnet, which might have a specific form and protocol. The different subnets are connected by gateways.
Physical architectures can vary, even for the same model of a car, as there are different variants of the model, according to the number of features of this variant. There may be more or
fewer control units, or of possibly different computational power, and more extended or simpler subnets. So, there are conceptual architectures which have a rich functionality and, accordingly, a rich physical architecture. Similarly, a logical architecture with a poorer functionality will have a poorer related physical architecture. The same is true for the software
architecture.
In any case, there is a balance between the software and the physical architecture. Both are
usually developed “in parallel”. The physical architecture has to answer physical, efficiency,
and security aspects and restrictions. The physical architecture is usually built up according to
experiences gained in the past: It is usually an extension and modification of a former physical architecture. This is not true if a new situation for the physical architecture is planned
(electric car, new approach with fewer control units, see above).
9

Modelling on the level of services (conceptual architecture) and on the level of software components (software architecture) should have a similar or comparable granularity. The conceptual model should not contain functionalities of a fine-grained level. Then, the model is a too
detailed requirements specification and not a conceptual model. The same is true for the software architecture. If low-level details would be expressed on architecture level there, the
software architecture would contain components, which compose the realization of conceptual
or software components, which describe implementation details. Such details should be described inside of components, i.e. in their bodies and should not appear on architecture level.
Or, they should appear as connector components (see abstract sensors or actuators in the coffee machine example). Thinking too fine-grained, makes the software architecture also too
fine-grained and thus not adaptable.
Distribution and Deployment
Different parts of the software architecture are usually distributed. The first step is to determine, which parts can be placed on different hardware. In this first step, we do not say on
which hardware the components are deployed. Instead, we determine by an annotation, that a
subarchitecture or software component is placed differently. Distribution is one aspect, which
makes the architecture more concrete. Other aspects are concurrency, efficiency transformations, etc. So, the abstract architecture undergoes different stages, see /Na 21b/.
If we have specified distribution, in the next step, which is called deployment, a subarchitecture or software component is assigned to a certain control unit to be placed there. It may be,
due to efficiency (this part has a higher internal traffic, or this subarchitecture is too much for
one control unit) or due to economic reasons (a control unit has open storage place and available runtime resources) that this assignment is split: one part on this control unit, the other on
another unit. Therefore, the deployment task is complicated and error-prone, if it is made
manually. Please recall that this deployment can be different for different variants of a model.
For our example of above, the components of the software architecture can be deployed to
one and big control unit, or to different smaller control units. The parts deployed to a control
unit should have a tighter logical coupling compared to those being deployed on different
control units. If the code for the car body functions is deployed on different control units,
these body components are located on the same bus. Therefore, the deployment maps the
parts of the software architecture, which are closer related to each other, to a related part of
the hardware architecture.
Deployment has been facilitated by the AUTomotive Open System ARchitecture (AUTOSAR
approach) /AU 20/. Here, several program tasks (as routing through the network, introducing
program parts for a control unit which listen to the bus to find out, what is essential for this
unit or, conversely, to put results of a unit computation on the bus again, are done in a semiautomatic way, i.e. the code is generated according to some specifications by AUTOSAR.
That is an enormous progress to the situation before, where these code parts were written individually and manually.
This approach provides flexibility in the distribution and deployment tasks. This flexibility is
necessary to handle the many variants of deployments according to the variants of software
functionality and the availability of hardware. It also makes backtracking steps easier, which
occur after detected errors in every development process. Finally, it also eases reuse in the
software between car model families.
10

The discussion of above is simplified: AUTOSAR also helps in the scheduling of software
parts on a control unit e.g. according to different priorities. Scheduling was not discussed
here. Also, security and safety aspects of software in the car were not addressed here.
The role of Formal / Behavioral Models
For the construction of embedded systems, formal models are used. Usually, they specify the
behavior of parts of the system, e.g. in form of Simulink models /Si 20/. The question now is,
what are the units, the behavior of which is to be specified? Are the units the services of the
conceptual model or the components of the software architecture? In our view, the right units
are the components of the software architecture. The Simulink models then specify the behavior of the bodies to these components.
From a Simulink specification, code can be generated. This code belongs to the body of the
component and specifies the behavioral semantics of this body. The architectural level delivers the glue to combine these different Simulink models. For this kind of integration, the different models need not be formally integrated and the generator need not generate code for a
large and integrated formal model across different software components. Furthermore, we can
integrate components coming from outside, which are not generated, and we can integrate
components, which are manually developed, because no model is available, or the generated
code was not efficient enough.
Integration of formal models to an integrated formal model is complicated, as models can
have different forms, different underlying languages, an integrated model gets large and complicated, and no suitable tools are available /BF 10/. Furthermore, the code for the integrated
model would have to be separated for deployment.
Summary and Conclusions
The hints of section 2 of above corresponding to sensors, actuators and data or functional abstraction also apply here. Further hints are as follows.
We start with the variability model. That helps to find similarities and differences. The variability model drives the following conceptual and software models and also the distribution
and deployment process. The developers think more in families of solutions than in solutions
for a single variant.
For architecture modelling, think first in functionality, not in devices and not in hardware
networks, they come later. The conceptual (logical) architecture is free of details, which are
probable to change. This architecture is not a detailed requirements specification, where any
outside functionality is described in detail.
Modelling the corresponding software architecture has to be done clearly, and also in controlled stages from abstract to detailed. It can be supported by tools, and available suitable
software should be used. As the software architecture is a build plan, it also contains infrastructure components. This is necessary such that these components are not developed repeatedly.
In the automotive domain, for conceptual models often data flow networks are used (function
blocks, SysML, etc.). Mostly, thereby control loop models are used, e.g. for cruise control.
But, it can also be an automata model (Statechart, for describing unlocking and locking of
doors), a communication model (for communicating with peer cars or infrastructure), an ab11

stract component model (for infotainment or for integrating an overall solution with parts outside the car). Therefore, the specific models should not be constrained.
The solution of the past and in many cases also of today is that the design process is driven by
an enormous amount of problems: the variation problem, the distribution and deployment
problem, the selection of control units and the network structure. These problems are tried to
be solved nearly at the same time. That makes the design and realization process difficult and
it also makes the resulting software system not adaptable. This also makes the maintenance,
reuse, and variation problem more complicated than needed.
The solution is to define the conceptual architecture first (directly after the variability model)
and make it free of realization details. The (abstract) software architecture is developed next.
Using experience from the past, the hardware architecture is modified and extended. Thereby,
also a clean structure of the hardware structure should result. The approach AUTOSAR helps
for distribution and deployment, i.e. where to place the software components and helping for
the details. Thus, for example, modifying the deployment is much easier.
The conceptual architecture and the software architecture should have the right granularity.
To develop a feature model for describing the commonalities and differenced of different cars
from a family at the beginning, can help to find the right granularity and also to improve reuse, by avoiding that common parts are realized repeatedly. The conceptual and the software
architecture should be free of those details, which should be described inside a component,
i.e. in the code of the body. Formal and behavioral models as Simulink models should be related to these bodies. In this way, the integration of different models are given by the architecture approach described above.
There are strong similarities of embedded software solutions in trucks, rail vehicles, and also
somewhat in aircrafts. However, in aircrafts much more powerful and expensive hardware
control units are used. The price of an aircraft is much higher than that of a car and the demands for security and process regulations are also much higher.
In all these cases, there is also an outside connection to other systems (car and truck: planning
and guiding a travel, emergency handling after an accident, automatic drive using an infrastructure; aircraft: automatic flight control, planning and optimizing the route using weather
data). These outside systems and their connection are not studied here. The interface of the
system to these outside parts should be also clear and free of internal realization details.
4 Processes and Layered Systems
Embedded Systems have Further Challenging Aspects
We now switch the scenario. We have a look on the embedded system inside of a plant, for
example in the field chemical engineering or mechanical production. The underlying technical system (chemical plant, production plant or factory) has been developed beforehand,
again in different steps starting with a conceptual design and further steps, ending with the
detailed design of the plant. Then, the development of the embedded software and the hardware system controlling the plant can start, when the factory/ plant design has reached the
necessary stability.
The embedded software system is usually a concurrent one. That means that we find processes (different threads running potentially in parallel), which cooperate with others or compete
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against others. Therefore, we need means for synchronization and protection. They have to be
specified and later implemented by software.
In addi ion, embedded
em n fo e e . They are explicitly started and they are explicitly shut down. This, again, has to be organized by software. Even more, in a case of emergency, the system has to be stopped immediately to prevent damages within the plant/ factory.
So, further software is necessary to organize this emergency handling.
Summing up, developing the concurrency part, the explicit start/ stop, and emergency handling, causes additional effort compared to other software. Thus, embedded software is more
complicated and the productivity in code lines per time unit of a developer is much lower. The
above remarks also make clear that the design process has to be clearly organized and that the
architecture runs through different stages, from abstract to detailed and technical (cf. /Na 21b/
for rules how to organize these stages).
Layered Systems
Communication and cooperation in a plant and in the corresponding company are organized
in layers. This also applies for the corresponding hardware and especially to the software for
automation control and process support /Po 94/. There are many variants of such layer models
and the corresponding terminology, see /MP 17/. Fig. 4 shows a variant following /Si 16/. The
picture and its terminology is from the mechanical production domain.
We now shortly explain the layers. The lowest level (level 0 in fig. 4) is on top of the production devices. We get sensor data and send actuator data usually in binary form. One level up,
we find sensing and manipulating by programmable logic control (PLC) units. They control
and steer a production machine to do complex actions. PLCs and also machines are nowadays
connected by a fieldbus (Profibus, Profinet, Modbus, etc.) to avoid tedious wiring. On the
next level 2 we monitor and supervise (supervisory control and data acquisition, SCADA),
thereby also possibly using human machine interfaces (HMI)). On level 3 complex production
steps are integrated by using a manufacturing execution system (MES). As a plant usually
produces different products, business planning and logistics are relevant, also because an enterprise has different plants working together. This is supported by an enterprise resource system (ERS). In upper levels we often find Ethernet for communication.
We have seen above that an embedded system is connected to its environment, see remarks
for vehicles and aircrafts of above. This is also true here. However, the connections are tighter
in the fields of production and chemical engineering. Control and automation goes up in the
same enterprise from the sheer technical levels of single machines to the level of strategy and
financial performance of the whole company. Again, we have different networks, as ProfiBus,
as Profinet, etc. in lower levels, and Ethernet in upper levels. Time slices from 10-6 sec to one
sec we find on level 0 and 1, up to days and months on level 3 and 4.
For the lower levels 0 to 2 of fig. 4, the arguments are similar to those presented in sections 2
and 3, for the simple example and for the automotive example. The production process has to
be planned carefully and, correspondingly, the supporting software for automation and control. You should start by thinking in services and software architectures, distribution of the
realization, try to keep in mind upcoming changes and adaptability of the realizations. Therefore and again, we find architectures of different degree of abstraction (at the beginning) and
realization (in later stages).
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Fig. 4: The automation pyramid: different levels within one company
It is clear that a top-down procedure (planning a new factory and going down until you end by
the newest production machines, and then starting to develop a new solution for automation
and control) is rather seldom in practice. A factory lives long and is changing all the time: it
produces new products, the software and hardware is updated, at the level of production machines, old machines are replaced by modern ones, etc. Nevertheless, the arguments for
adaptability and the rules to get it still apply.
The above example was from production engineering. The situation in chemical engineering
and automating and controlling a chemical plant are the same, if we discuss on a coarse level,
as done in this paper. The underlying machines now are the parts of a chemical plant: vessels
with valves, pipes with regulators, etc. Here, it can happen that designing and planning the
plant may also lead to a design of new parts, as vessels, pipes etc., if the plant produces new
chemical substances.
There is a trend towards decentralization and more intelligence on lower levels compared to
the past. In former times, there was an automation and control computer, being connected by
wires to many sensors and actuators of different parts of the plant. Already nowadays, production machines or vessels of the chemical plant have a local hardware and software, which
makes this part more intelligent. That is also true for parts of the factory or plant. This facilitates to think in levels of automation and control. This applies more to chemical than to production engineering, as a production machine is usually engaged in processes for different
products, whereas a part of a chemical plant is more specific to suit for a chemical process.
Reuse, Simplifications and Specifics
In informatics, a strict object-oriented program consists only of classes, i.e. components describing a type. The objects of that type are created at runtime, the body of the class describes
their behavior, also at runtime. That means that the program code has to determine the behavior of all runtime situations.
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In the domain process engineering and control, but also in other domains, there is sometimes
a different development process, which is also named object-oriented. The process falls into
two parts. In the first part, which we call knowledge or domain development or design, the
different types of object of that domain/ company /department are built up as classes, together
with their similarities and differences. This is an inheritance and classification hierarchy.
In the second step a specific solution for a problem is constructed by taking objects of these
classes and connecting them to a solution. That is again a design process. Therefore, two different roles are involved in this two-level design process: the knowledge engineer for the domain and the designer for a specific solution in the domain. Please note, that the two-level
process can be used for process design (chemical plant, production factory) as well as for the
automation and control part for this process (a program and its components controlling this
plant).
In the field automation and control libraries of many software components are available, to be
used for an automation and control solution, see standards of IEC and DIN. These are typical
components for different forms of controllers in graphical or textual forms. In addition, there
are components and tools for connecting controllers to bigger automation and control solutions. The motto of this approach is configuration instead of programming a solution.
Both, the two-level design process and the libraries for process control elements as well as the
tools for their construction and combination, are valuable reuse approaches.
At the beginning of this section, we mentioned processes with different threads and synchronization of these processes as typical units of an embedded system. In practice, the solution is
often simpler. This is true for automotive solutions (section 3) as well as for layered solutions
(this section). A task and its subtasks are carefully investigated according to their runtime
demands. If they all together are below of the wanted reaction time, they are regarded as a
sequence with a fixed schedule. A loop is regarded as a repetitive sequence, etc. The control
flow can also be organized via signals (see automotive). This simple solution works well, if
the necessary precautions are taken.
We have only sketched two examples of more complex and practical embedded systems in
the last two sections, namely highly distributed (automotive software systems) and multiply
layered software systems (chemical plant, production plant or factory). Of course, any further
application domain introduces further specifics and solutions, which deliver further hints,
how to build a solution in the right way.
Conclusions
An automation and control system is tightly connected to the underlying technical system.
Therefore, this underlying system should have a clear structure. The automation and control
solution refers to this structure, but it should not depend on its internal details. Embedded
systems are more complicated than other software systems, as they have to implement start/
stop, emergency handling, and they have to answer the concurrency nature. Instead of processes and explicit synchronization, often simpler solutions with a fixed schedule are found in
practice. They demand for precautions to assure reaction time and synchronization constraints. Also, the behavior should not be determined by the schedule.
Communication, automation and control, and also the corresponding solution in hardware and
software are organized in layers, see the automation pyramid. It has to be decided, on which
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level a certain functionality is placed. Also, the interfaces between the layers have to be carefully designed and implemented. From above, one should not see the details of lower levels,
or in other words, details should never go up. Connections to outside should also go over clear
interfaces. For example, planning a route for trucks can use constraints of the truck as the
steepness or the tight turning cycle of a street the vehicle can go. But it should not use details
of the truck itself or of its control system.
In la e ed
em o ide connec ion a e i hin he same company, see pyramid. So, clear
interfaces and abstraction from details are even more important. In layered systems, we find
the architectural problems on different layers and, in addition, we find it between these layers
The design and development of the embedded software system depends on the technical system. The latter has to be clear beforehand. This technical system has been designed and developed specifically (a new plant for novel chemicals) or is configured from bought production
machines (factory). In both cases the technical system can change and, therefore, also the requirements for the embedded system (hardware and software). The trend for solutions of the
hardware and software for automation and control is decentralization and non-monolithic solutions. Machines / devices and bigger parts of the plant/ factory get more intelligent. Adaptability and variability is important for all the parts of the automations and control solution to
answer to changes of the underlying technical system.
Reuse is also important for solutions of a specific domain, if these solutions are built quite
often. A two-level design and realization process (knowledge design and specific solution
design) is helpful, as the knowledge part sums up the experiences of former solutions. That
can directly be reused. Also, libraries of parts for solutions and tools to combine components
to solutions are helpful. Then, building a solution is more a configuration than a programming
task.
5 Summary
We now summarize the hints and rules we have discussed for the examples of above in form
of a memory list. Where should we pay attention in a development process for embedded systems on architecture level, in order to get adaptable systems and to master the variability due
to the many technical details?
Coffee Machine – an Introductory Example
Sensors and actuators should not have a vendor specific form: abstract from this form.
Clear physical values should appear in interfaces of sensors, actuators (but also other
components), temperature in C or K, pressure in bar, etc. In the body you can connect to
a specific sensor or actuator in a way, which can easier be changed.
For any physical subprocess (as melting or brewing in the coffee maker example) abstract from the underlying physical realization.
Separate usual functions from error handling/ reacting on errors/ start or stop.
Make the user interface independent of how values and decisions are input. Thus, make
the IO part adaptable: abstract from the form of text, clicking in a menu, number, or any
other input, abstract from UI system style of input, etc. The client components of the UI
system should only know, what has been selected, what has been put in or out, but not
how this is done, styled, or with which layout.
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Automotive
Start with a variability model, e.g. a feature diagram. That helps to identify the common
parts and the specific parts of the following architectures. So, it helps to find the family
characteristics. It also helps to find the units, which should appear in the architectural
notations.
Make the conceptual architecture as a network of services (what to do but not how in
detail): Find the right abstraction level for these services, which corresponds in its granularity to that of software architecture components. No details (technical details, realization details) should appear here.
The software architecture is in its first form an abstract one, i.e. free of specifics as
distribution, concurrency, efficiency, etc. These specifics are introduced in later stages.
As in every software architecture, there is tight coupling inside components and looser
coupling between components.
Clearly distinguish between the architecture level and the later implementation level.
Also, as already told, clearly distinguish between conceptual and software architecture
level. Realization components, e.g. infrastructure components or layers, should not appear in the conceptual architecture.
Think about software components according to the services, the mapping from conceptual architecture to the software architecture: services are 1:1 mapped, bundled, or services are split in order to get the components of the software architecture. There should
be clear decisions for the mapping from the conceptual to the software architecture.
In the conceptual architecture and in the software architecture do not model behavioral
details, which correspond to the internals of the corresponding units (the bodies to be
constructed later). So, do not model realization and implementation details (which correspond to the code level) in architectures. This also applies to hardware details.
Formal models, like Simulink models, in our view correspond to components of the
conceptual and even more likely to those of the software architecture. They correspond
to the behavior of these components, i.e. to their bodies. By code generation you can get
the code of these bodies. The integration of the different components is ensured on architecture level, not between the formal models. The models can have different underlying notations (Statechart, control loops, communication protocols, etc.).
The software architecture has to offer interfaces for the integration of external parts, for
example for functionalities in the case of accidents (delivering information for rescue
organizations, announcing serious injuries to hospitals, warnings to cars behind a curve
that an accident has happened, etc.).
Forget in the first steps about the underling network of control units, their subnetworks,
their protocols (altogether the hardware architecture): we are first handling the abstract
software architecture.
Think about distribution, and where to group software components, or where to distribute software components.
Think about the hardware architecture, which control units, which networks are available, and which gateways to combine subnets. What preparations have to be made for
safety and security. The hardware architecture is developed in parallel to the software
architecture. This demands for hardware experience to avoid big change loops, such as
the hardware arch does not fit, or the hardware architecture cannot handle the variability
problem.
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Think about deployment of software components or groupings of such components into
the hardware architecture. Tight coupling has to be answered by putting coupled components into one control unit or putting them to another control unit on the same subnet.
Approaches like AUTOSAR /AU 20/ make the above steps distribution and deployment
much easier and make the mapping more flexible.
Introducing abstractions begins already in the feature model, continues in the conceptual architecture, and has to be applied for all the steps of above.
Layered systems; Production and Chemical Plants
Plant/ factory design must be fixed before starting the design of the automation and control part, either in hardware or software. If a plant/ factory of a certain kind is often realized and in different forms, it helps to start with a variability model to find out the family characteristics.
There should be a clear structure of underlying technical system, either plant or factory.
Otherwise, automation and control is not clear. Software cannot repair a bad plant design. It is also getting bad.
The software part of the embedded system should start with a logical and abstract form,
then introduce concurrency, then start/ stop, then emergency handling, as any further
form relies on the preceding ones. The sequence should be organized according to, abstract is left, aspects more likely to change are right /Na 21b/.
If a solution does not use processes and synchronization but a simplification with a fixed
schedule. Precautions in direction efficiency and security have to be made.
The solution is organized in layers, see the automation pyramid. Make clear that the
functionality of automation and control you are realizing, is on the right layer. It is not
using higher functionality, and also not indirect lower realization functionality. It may
use the interfaces of the next layer.
For the lower layers 0, 1, and 2 the rules of above (simple example and automotive example) apply as well.
The components needed in higher levels of each layer should have clear interfaces. Realization details should not go up or, in other words, they should not be accessible from
higher layers.
From layer to layer upwards: do not spread lower level knowledge upwards and upper
level knowledge downwards. In both cases you hinder flexibility. The presented approach is based on a clear layering of control functionalities: Who is controlling what,
that determines the considerations of actions in a control loop and loops of loops.
Do not intermix technical automation knowledge (lower and technical levels) with quality assurance, strategy development, business administration, etc.
If embedded systems of this kind are integrated, be careful which knowledge is visible
on both sides of integration. Have clear interfaces on both sides.
Think about possible changes to happen on all layers and make sure that these changes
do not have global consequences. Any severe change of functionalities (other grouping,
shift to another level, etc.) means that you run into a big rearrangement problem.
If you regard an OO design, use the two-level approach, separating domain knowledge
design from design of specific solutions.
If there are libraries for parts of an automation and control solution, use them if they are
appropriate. If tools to combine such solutions are available, use them. If there are pos18

sibilities to generate code from a specification (available usually only for parts of the
solution) make use of it. All these means are good for reuse.
There are further rules if we regard other and further domains. Therefore, the above set of
hints is not complete. However, the argumentation will go along the same lines of thought, as
that of the three examples of above.
Although we did not go deep into technical problems of embedded systems in this paper, neither in the automotive example nor in the layered example (production factory or chemical
plant), we detected a valuable list of rules to improve adaptability. Going deeper will create
further hints and rules to apply.
6. Lessons Learned and Open Problems
Experiences and Expectations
Our group has got some experiences with embedded systems: We worked some time about
smart homes /Ar 10, Ki 05, No 07, Re 10/, about telecommunication systems /He 03, Ma 05,
Mo 09/, Automotive /Me 12, MN 12/, general distributed and concurrent systems /Kl 00/,
technical systems with expert systems /Ba 95/, and modelling of automation systems /Mü 03/.
Furthermore, there were a lot of publications on informatics and mechanical engineering (e.g.
/NW 99, NW 03/), or chemical engineering (e.g. /NM 08/), and others, most of them on tools
for the design and development process.
These experiences but also the contents of books on embedded systems led us to study the
adaptability of embedded systems or to master the variability of embedded systems. The key
to solve these problems is to introduce abstractions, see the above lists in section 5.
By the way, embedded systems are an ideal discipline for cooperation between computer scientists and engineers. There are many technical problems to solve, where expertise from the
application domains is necessary to achieve a solution. On the other hand, modeling and introducing the right form of abstractions is the key to master adaptability and variability. Also,
efficiency of the solutions is necessary, which demands knowledge from engineering domains
and also Informatics. Engineers and IT people have different approaches. The combination of
these approaches is the right way for the solution of embedded systems.
Open Problems
Reuse in Embedded Systems is more difficult than in other systems, due to the many technical
details, which appear in any system. Therefore, there is no uniform structure class build plan
describing how an embedded system should be built up. Instead, we have different forms, like
(a) small systems which can be controlled by one control unit, (b) systems which have a
hardware architecture of many and cheap CUs (like automotive of above), (c) those which
have powerful and connected control hardware (as in aircrafts), (d) those for big technical
plants as chemical or manufacture plants with a layer structure. There exist decentralized
forms (every vessel already has a control unit) and more centralized forms (big control hardware with many sensors/ actors connected to it), and so on. It would be nice to find abstract
build plans as global patterns for all these specific forms or for methodologies to build them
up, such that every design delivers experience for the next designs.
If there were such a series of global patterns, then it would be much simpler to decide what
you can take as ideas from a given embedded system, if a system in the same or in a similar
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domain is developed. Even more, one could take parts of the solution (basic layer, some important components, the methodology to develop essential parts, and so on). Thus, reuse of
any kind would be easier.
To look on different systems from an abstract view would also make another problem easier,
namely to develop system families or product lines /CN 07, Ja 00, PB 05/, which may evolve
over the time /LR 19/ or which may even be configured dynamically /LB 17/. For system
families, you have to detect similarities in a systematic way. To see which differences are less
important as coming up only in a member of the family, which parts are essential and characterize the family. To develop one embedded system in a clean way is complicated, as we see
from this paper. To develop a set of systems in a clean way with an underlying view of the
whole family is even much more complicated. The build plan for the family must contain the
commonalities of the whole family, and at the same time indicate the differences between the
members of the family. Ideally, the members are configured automatically from a variant/
configuration model
A specific problem for families we find in automotive. The development time of a car is about
6 to 8 years. A car producer usually has several models (and each, as already told, with many
variants). So, the embedded system of different models is developed in some order, to avoid
to overload the developers on the one hand and to keep them busy on the other. Let us call
this order the big cycle. At BMW, for example, the development cycle start with the big 7
model, then comes the 5 model, and so on. At the beginning of this big cycle, the company
has to decide, what to reuse from the last big cycle (more methodology than direct product
reuse, as the design of the old 7 model is more than 9 years old and many things have
changed, either on the feature side, or on the methodology, and also development side) and
from the other cars which have been developed after the 7 model, so within the big cycle.
Therefore, there is a nice problem in system families, which consist of smaller families: How
to organize the results and how to exhaust the knowledge gained in this big cycle for the rest
of the cycle and also for the next big cycle.
Model-driven Development (MDD) /PB 16, PH 12, PK 09/ is a more ambitious approach
compared to the approach described in this paper. In MDD we start with abstract models denoted in a suitable language and transform these models into software, ideally in an automatic
way by generating the code. This model can be a control loop Simulink model /Si 20/, e.g. for
cruise control, which automatically maintains the speed of a car. It can be a Statechart model
/Ha 87, St 20/, for example for opening or closing the doors of a car. It can be a specific specification for the communication of the car with other cars or with the infrastructure of the road.
In all these cases, the generator has to be written such that it automatically and always watches the hints given in this paper to produce adaptable software. Or, the generated code is put
into a framework for components which fulfills the hints. Today we find the generation approach more for partial solutions within an automation and control system, as door locking/
unlocking, cruise control, etc. Therefore, the generation approach has to be integrated into the
design and realization process of the whole system, as the control of an automobile or a chemical plant. Integration of all models in one overall model and then generating the code out of
this integrated model is not realistic /Me 12/. Neither the models, nor the corresponding tools
for different models are integrated /BF 10/, nor the generation processes. Therefore, there is
some gap between the current state of the art and a smooth integration of the model-based and
the adaptability/ variability architectural approach presented in this paper.
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In our approach, in every step a person is involved. He/ she (the designer, programmer, etc.)
follows the hints given above and by the way he/ she makes architectural decisions, achieves
adaptability, and masters variability for the resulting system. This is much simpler than a
global MDD approach, where the machinery has to be built in such a way, that all these decisions can be made automatically by the generator. In addition, as sketched in the last paragraph, the models can be very different or even might be determined from outside. In a solution, the generated code for the different models has to work smoothly together and the architecture should look, as if it were designed by an experienced designer.
Acknowledgement. The author is indebted to Cem Mengi for valuable discussions and for
proofreading.
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